Abstract-Finding efficient solutions for search and optimisation problems has inspired many researchers to utilise nature informed algorithms, where the interactions in swarm could lead to promising solutions for challenging problems. One problem in machine learning is class imbalance, which occurs in realworld applications such as medical diagnosis. This problem can bias the classification or make it entirely out of context where the algorithms being applied to classify the data can potentially ignore the important minority class instances. In this paper, a parameters optimisation algorithm is proposed, which uses a swarm intelligence technique, Dispersive Flies Optimisation (DFO), to optimise the support vector machine kernel's parameters and perform cost sensitive learning to improve the classifier's performance on imbalanced data. The use of the swarming behaviour of the flies and their diversity in the search space in conducting cost sensitive learning are investigated on eight real-world datasets. The proposed algorithm has been compared with other techniques to optimise the classifier's parameters, that includes the well-known particle swarm optimisation, the frequently used grid search as well as random search, which is used as a control algorithm. The results demonstrate the statistically significant outperformance of the proposed optimisation technique over other techniques on the same datasets.
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I. INTRODUCTION
O VER the last decade, there has been a rapid increase in datasets worldwide due to the unparalleled growth in globalisation, as well as global markets. However, datasets are rendered useless unless there is a way to analyse them in a meaningful way. Data mining technologies have been adopted by various businesses like banking, retailing and telecommunication as the upcoming technology to help in converting large amounts of data which have been stored on a database into actionable knowledge and useful information. Nevertheless, dealing with large datasets present its own challenges, such as the issue of class imbalance that occur in real-world applications: fraud detection, medical diagnosis, direct marketing campaign and many other predictive models. This problem occurs when the number of instances in one class (i.e. majority class) extremely outnumber the number of instances in the other class (i.e.minority class). This is often due to the limitations of a data collection process such as high cost or privacy problems; for instance, biomedical data, which is derived from a rare disease and an abnormal condition, or some data that is often obtained via expensive experiments.
Numerous research have applied data mining techniques in solving imbalanced data issue at both data and algorithmic levels [1] . In this paper, a swarm intelligence model is proposed to optimise the support vector machine (SVM) parameters: two important parameters for the radial basis function (RBF) kernel are c and γ, as the choice of their values affects the classification accuracy. The model uses Dispersive Flies Optimisation (DFO) to tune the classifier's parameters and improve its performance on an imbalanced dataset without changing the dataset distribution.
II. SWARM INTELLIGENCE AND DATA MINING
Swarm intelligence and evolutionary computation have been widely used to solve challenging problems in data mining such as feature selection and class imbalance [2] . When it comes to class imbalance and cost sensitive learning, choosing the kernel's parameters values is a challenging problem. Various swarm intelligence techniques have been used for parameters tuning or optimisation [3] , [4] . Despite the rapid development in using swarm intelligence techniques to solve the class imbalance problem at the algorithmic level by optimising the kernel's parameters, these techniques face the challenge of the slow convergence rate, the trap to local optima and the number of tunable parameters. Al-Rifaie (2014) proposed a new meta heuristic, Dispersive Flies Optimisation, derived from the swarming behaviour of flies, which they use to locate the food source and the way it is communicated to other flies so that they can access the food source with minimal attempt to locate it [5] . In this paper, DFO will be used to perform SVM cost sensitive learning on various benchmarks data and compare the proposed method with both evolutionary and non evolutionary search based techniques from the literature on the same datasets. In the next section, DFO is described and its main components are explained.
A. Dispersive Flies Optimisation
DFO, first introduced in [5] , is an algorithm inspired by the swarming behaviour of flies hovering over food sources. The swarming behaviour of flies is determined by several factors including the presence of threat which disturbs their convergence on the marker (or the optimum value). Therefore, having considered the formation of the swarms over the marker, the breaking or weakening of the swarms is also noted in the proposed algorithm. Algorithm 1 summarises the DFO algorithm.
The algorithm is characterised by two main components: a dynamic rule for updating flies position (assisted by a social neighbouring network that informs this update), and communication of the results of the best found fly to other flies. As stated earlier, the swarm is disturbed for various reasons; one of the impacts of such disturbances is the displacement of flies which may lead to discovering better positions. To consider this eventuality, a stochastic element is introduced to the update process. Based on this, individual components of flies' position vectors are reset if a random number, r, generated from a uniform distribution on the unit interval U (0, 1) is less than the disturbance threshold or dt. This guarantees a disturbance to the otherwise permanent stagnation over a likely local minima 1 . In summary, DFO is a simple numerical optimiser over continuous search spaces. DFO is a population based stochastic algorithm, originally proposed to search for an optimum value in the feasible solution space. The simplicity of the algorithm has been compared against several other swarm and evolutionary computation techniques in [6] where the elegance of the algorithm in having only one tunable parameter (the disturbance threshold), is explored. It has also been shown that DFO outperforms the standard versions of the well-known Particle Swarm Optimisation, Genetic Algorithm (GA) as well as Differential Evolution (DE) algorithms on an extended set of benchmarks over three performance measures of error, efficiency and reliability [5] . It is demonstrated that DFO is more efficient in 84.62% and more reliable in 90% of the 28 standard optimisation benchmarks used; furthermore, when there exists a statistically significant difference, DFO converges to better solutions in 71.05% of problem sets. Further analysis is also conducted to explore the diversity of the algorithm throughout the optimisation process, a measure that potentially provide more understanding on algorithm's ability to escape local minima. In addition to theoretical research on this algorithm, DFO has recently been applied to medical imaging [7] ; furthermore, ongoing and current research are being conducted in the fields of image analysis, simulation and gaming [8] , computational aesthetic measurements [9] , (digital) arts [10] , [11] , protein folding, etc.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this paper, DFO is used to search for the optimal kernel parameters: c and γ. In this model, F-measure is deployed as an evaluation metric and the performance of DFO is compared against other parameters optimisation techniques to find the optimal kernel values over a set of benchmark datasets.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed technique, eight real-world datasets are used and available from the 1 The source code of the original DFO algorithm can be found in the following web page: http://doc.gold.ac.uk/mohammad/DFO 
xi.fitness ← f ( xi)
for i = 1 → N do 8:
if (r < dt) then 11:
end if the University of California, Irvine (UCI) machine repository 2 . These datasets are imbalanced and they vary in size and class distribution. Moreover, they have been widely used as benchmarks to compare the performance of various methods in the literature. Table I provides a description of the datasets used. In this experiment, the authors have applied the proposed method on the Abalone datasets for the class '9' versus '18' and for the Vehicle dataset, the model is applied on the class 'Van' vs the others. Moreover, normalisation was applied on the datasets to scale each feature values to a [0,1] range, and instances with missing values are removed. Furthermore, to make predictions on new data valid, a train/test split is used, in which 80% of the dataset is used for training and 20% is used for testing. The advantages of train/test split are that the optimised c and γ are evaluated on unseen dataset. As the datasets are imbalanced, F-measure is used as a fitness value for SVM, in which the goal is to find the c and γ that will give the maximum F-measure.
A. Experiment set up
Fifty flies are set to optimise the SVM's parameters, in which the range for c that has been defined as [ [12] . The iterations allowed is equal to 10. At the initialisation phase, each fly is assigned randomly to two values, with the first value being for c and the second for γ; using these values the fitness value, the F-measure, is generated. The fitness value is stored for each fly, to find the best neighbouring fly and the best fly in the whole swarm. At every iteration, the components of the position vector are independently updated at the update phase, considering the components vector for the best neighbouring fly and the components vector for the best fly in the whole swarm. It also considers if the random number, r, that is generated from the uniform distribution on the range [0,1], is less than the disturbance threshold dt. In the experiment, the dt is empirically equal to 0.5, which means 50% of the flies' components are randomly initialised to new positions in the search space. This will enhance the diversity of the algorithm and will provide a balance between exploration and exploitation. In order to ensure that the performance of the algorithm is not solely due to the disturbance mechanism, a control algorithm (random algorithm) is also applied to the problem and the results are reported. Table II summarises the results of applying DFO as optimisation algorithm and compares them with other methods on the same datasets. This include PSO, grid search and random search. As shown in the table, the use of DFO was found to improve the F-measure for all datasets and the proposed model outperforms other techniques on the same datasets. For example, for the Ionosphere dataset, the F-measure increased from 94.52%, as obtained by the PSO, to 98.59%. Similar improvements in the F-measure can be seen in the rest of the datasets. As a result, the proposed model which uses DFO to optimise the SVM kernel's parameters c and γ, demonstrates the ability to improve the classifier performance on imbalanced datasets. As Fig. 1 illustrate, while the other technique exhibit varying performance over different datasets, DFO is shown to provide a consistent outperformance over all datasets. Given the importance of conducting a statistical analysis measuring the presence of any significant difference in the performance of the proposed model and the other techniques including PSO, grid and random search, t-test is applied. This statistical significant test is applied using the outcome of the entire trials (30 runs) on each experiment. Based on the results, the Fmeasure difference is significant at 5% level. The result of this test indicates that the proposed optimisation technique offers a statistically significant improvement in the classifier's performance on the imbalanced datasets when compared to the other techniques.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Impact of Disturbance Threshold
The disturbance mechanism in DFO provides a stable independent convergence throughout the optimisation process. It also maintains a balance between exploration and exploitation. At the update phase, the dt is the only adjustable parameter to set that controls the diversity of the algorithm. A suitable value for this parameter depends on the size of the swarm, the number of iterations and the size of the search space. Therefore, further work needs to be done to find a theoretically suitable value for this parameter. In this experiment, dt is empirically set to 0.5, which allows for an enhanced diversity of the population in covering the search space, as well as the ability to escape local optima. As stated previously, random algorithm is included in the comparison as a control algorithm to ensure the DFO's performance is not solely attributable to its disturbance mechanism and that the coupled mechanisms of forming and breaking of the swarm, together, give rise to the performance of the algorithm. Equally, in order to demonstrate the impact of the absence or reduction of diversity (induced through the disturbance mechanism), another control algorithm with small disturbance threshold (dt = 0.001) is proposed. Fig. 2) illustrates that the sole presence of diversity or the lack of it, negatively impacts the performance of the algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
Class imbalance is a major problem in machine learning. This work investigated the use of DFO to optimise the RBF kernel's parameters to improve the classifier performance without changing the distribution of the dataset by applying data level solutions such as oversampling or undersampling the dataset. The proposed method has performed statistically significantly better when compared to other techniques on all datasets. Moreover, the simplicity of this swarm intelligence algorithm adds to its appeal when applied to complex search HAYA ALHAKBANI, MOHAMMAD MAJID AL-RIFAIE: OPTIMISING SVM TO CLASSIFY IMBALANCED DATA USING DISPERSIVE FLIES OPTIMISATION and optimisation problems with only one parameter to tune as opposed to the presence of more parameters in several other swarm and evolutionary computation techniques. Amongst the future work is the comparison of the performance of DFO against other swarm and evolutionary computation techniques over larger datasets.
